Modernized systems

essential to the National Guard mission.

The Bradley A2 Operation Desert Storm infantry fighting vehicle provides lethal, survivable support to the Army National Guard maneuver forces, while the digitized M109A6 Paladin self-propelled howitzer delivers responsive and survivable close fire support. The M88A2 HERCULES improved recovery vehicle brings critical, safe tank recovery capabilities under severe battlefield conditions. United Defense—the National Guard’s modernization partner.

Features

24 Domestic Shield
Operation Iraqi Freedom and a "high" terror alert level last month prompted the Department of Homeland Security to begin Operation Liberty Shield. The plan urged governors to call out extra police and the National Guard to bolster security at possible terrorist targets.

26 Hill Help Required
In the midst of war and after last year’s near-record budget increases across the military, the Defense Department is saying no more to the National Guard in fiscal year 2004. The situation forces the Guard to again petition Congress for resources to cover its unfunded needs.

30 State of the Army
Brig. Gen. Robert V. Taylor, NGAUS vice chairman and Michigan assistant adjutant general, has some questions about the ongoing mobilizations. The answers may help smooth future Guard callups.

34 How NGAUS Works
Most members only get to see the association’s lobbying effort at state or national association conferences. In reality, it is a continuous multi-layered effort that brings Guard issues from the field to Capitol Hill.

37 Legislative Priorities
Drawn from the NGAUS Legislative Priorities for fiscal year 2004, this condensed version highlights the issues NGAUS is working in 2003 to maintain the Guard’s relevance as part of the Total Force in 2004.

82 Rangers’ Cradle
Recent movies such as Black Hawk Down, have helped illustrate the heroics of Army Rangers. But there is more to the story than the big screen has told. The Ranger concept was actually born in the Guard.